Sanremo Leggenda, Guastavino-Bottini on the highest step of the podium
SANREMO (IM), 13 April – The driver from Savona Michele Guastavino, and his co-driver Laura
Bottini running with the colours of the Racing For Genova Team, won the eleventh edition of the
Sanremo Leggenda , race valid for the Zone Italian Cup, that has been run with uncertain weather
conditions that have accompanied the long motorsport weekend on the Riviera of Flowers. The
driver of the Ford Fiesta, after dominating the first part of the race with the best time in all the three
stages provided, climb the highest step of the podium with a total time of 42’09” 3 and winning as
well the second pass on SS “Testico”, 8”3 faster than Fabrizio Andolfi Junior in a Peugeot 207
Super 2000 and 12”5 over Andrea Spataro, him too with a S2000 Peugeot. The final part of the race
is again for the driver of Savona Fabrizio Andolfi Jr, co-driven by Stefano Savoia, protagonist of a
generous comeback built with a victory on the fifth and on the sixth special stage. Comeback that
for the Team Eurospeed driver stops only 2”7 from the highest step of the podium. On the third step
of the podium there is the crew from Imperia, Alberto Orengo and Bruno Banaudi, thanks to the
second time on the fifth special stage San Bartolomeo, 10,53 km long. The driver of the Skoda
Fabia in a car of the Meteco Corse Team, conclude the Sanremo with a total time of 43’14” 4, little
more than a minute from the winner.
Fourth position for the the crew Spataro-D’Agostino little less than two seconds ahead of RiccioCicognini in a Hyundai I20 R5. Interesting battle between Skoda Fabia R5 for the sixth place
overall, where Biggi-Nari were 23” faster than Borgogno-Luciano. Rossi-De Paoli, them too on the
Czech manufacturer car, are eighth overall over two minutes from the winner. The Swiss Kevin
Daldini, co-driven by Daniele Rocca in a Renault Clio R3T, is ninth overall. Close the top ten of the
2019 Sanremo Leggenda Stefano Serini and Massimiliano Miglini, first of Group N in a Mitsubishi
Lancer Evo IX.
Closed the rally 50 of the 70 crews who have started the race.
Sanremo Leggenda, Overall Final Classification: 1. Guastavino-Bottini (Ford Fiesta) in 42'09.3;
2. Andolfi-Savoia (Peugeot 207) a 2.7; 3. Orengo-Banaudi (Skoda Fabia) a 1'05.1; 4. SpataroD'Agostino (Peugeot 207) a 1'38.2; 5. Riccio-Cicognini (Hyundai I20) a 1'41.6; 6. Biggi-Nari
(Skoda Fabia) a 2'24.7; 7. Borgogno-Luciano (Skoda Fabia) a 2'47.7; 8. Rossi-De Paoli (Skoda
Fabia) a 3'14.6; 9. Daldini-Rocca (Renault Clio) a 3'39.8; 10. Serini-Miglini (Mitsubishi Lancer
Evo Ix) a 4'31.6
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